March 18, 2019

Douglas K. Owens, MD, MS
Chairperson
U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
5600 Fishers Lane
Mail Stop 06E53A
Rockville, MD 20857

Dear Dr. Owens and esteemed members of the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force,

On behalf of our organizations and millions of Americans at risk of, or diagnosed with, hereditary cancers please see the following comments regarding the Draft Recommendation Statement: Risk Assessment, Genetic Counseling, and Genetic Testing for BRCA-Related Cancer.

The USPSTF recommendations impact two crucial areas of health care in the U.S.:

1. The Task Force provides evidence-based guidelines on preventive services such as screenings, counseling services, and preventive medications with a focus on primary care clinicians.
2. The panel’s guidelines are cited in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA); thereby influencing access to care and insurance coverage of crucial preventive health services for a majority of Americans.

All of our concerns and remarks relate to one or both of these areas.

Rationale (and Guideline scope)
The Task Force focuses explicitly on risk assessment and testing for germline BRCA1 and BRCA2 genetic mutations.

PROPOSED REVISION:
Extend the evaluation and letter grade to encompass multi-gene panel testing.
The focus on BRCA mutations was appropriate six years ago, but the science has advanced exponentially since then. Several other clinically actionable genetic mutations have been identified. In 2015, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) published guidelines for high-penetrance gene mutations as well as a number of moderate-penetrance mutations associated with hereditary breast and ovarian cancer. These include TP53, CDH1, PALB2, CHEK2 and ATM. Guidelines also exist for Lynch syndrome genes, which include MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, and EPCAM. Mutations in Lynch syndrome genes are more common than BRCA mutations, and predispose to overlapping phenotypes (e.g. breast cancer) in some cases, yet these genes are not addressed in the USPSTF guidelines.
Science has evolved significantly since 2013 and testing beyond BRCA has become standard of care. Multiple studies have demonstrated that compared with multi-gene NGS panels, traditional testing of BRCA1/2 alone misses potentially actionable findings in a substantial proportion of cases.\textsuperscript{1,2,3,4,5,6} As such, BRCA testing alone gives a very limited picture of potential risk. Ultimately, patients benefit from multi-gene panel testing. Knowledge about a mutation—whether classified as moderate- or high-risk—is useful in guiding risk management and preventive measures, providing tremendous health benefits to patients and their families.

**Patient Population Under Consideration**

The USPSTF recommendation states that it applies to: “asymptomatic women with unknown BRCA mutation status. It includes women who have never been diagnosed with BRCA-related cancer, as well as those with a previous breast, ovarian, or peritoneal cancer diagnosis; women who have completed treatment; and women who are considered cancer free.”

**PROPOSED REVISION:**

*Extend the evaluation and letter grade to include men.*

Men carry gene mutations associated with increased risk of cancer at the same rate as women and benefit from increased screening for associated cancers. The Task Force recognizes this stating, “Clinical practice guidelines recommend that BRCA mutation testing begin with a relative with known BRCA-related cancer, including male relatives, to determine if a clinically significant mutation is detected in the family before testing individuals without cancer.” With this knowledge, why are men excluded from the “Patient Population Under Consideration”?

Men with an abnormal BRCA2 gene are seven times more likely than the average risk population to develop prostate cancer.\textsuperscript{7} While BRCA2 is the most common gene mutation found in men with breast cancer, a significant proportion of patients have a mutation in another cancer susceptibility gene, particularly CHEK2, PALB2, and ATM.\textsuperscript{8,9} These cancers occur earlier, have a more aggressive phenotype, and are associated with reduced survival times.\textsuperscript{10} Men with Lynch syndrome have a 60% to 80% lifetime risk of developing colon cancer, higher than their female counterparts with the same mutation. These numbers are similar to the breast cancer risk in women with BRCA1 mutations.

Men benefit from genetic testing; those identified with a pathogenic mutation can undergo earlier, increased screening for prostate, breast, colon and other related cancers.\textsuperscript{11} Lack of inclusion in these guidelines presents a barrier to genetic testing for men. This results in a lost opportunity to prevent or detect cancer early when it is most likely to respond to treatment. In addition, it is a lost opportunity to inform biological relatives of male mutation carriers of their increased cancer risk especially in those families with few females.

**PROPOSED REVISION:**

*Clarify that the evaluation and letter grade applies to anyone with a known mutation in the family.*
As written, the USPSTF acknowledges that women with a relative with a known mutation in BRCA1/2 should receive genetic counseling and consideration for testing but this should be made clear in the "Patient Population Under Consideration" section. Not clearly stating that individuals with a known familial mutation are included in this section could preclude these individuals from testing, especially if there is not a strong family history of cancer.

- The data on genetic counseling and testing for someone who has a known germline mutation in the family is even stronger and likely to be more informative than for individuals without a known mutation in the family.
- The USPSTF could alter the guidelines to clearly state that people with a first-degree relative with a known mutation should also receive genetic counseling and testing.

PROPOSED REVISION:

*Extend the evaluation and letter grade to individuals diagnosed with cancer and meet criteria for genetic counseling and testing based on personal and family history of cancer.*

We applaud inclusion of those with a previous diagnosis of cancer who are no longer in treatment. However, knowing that a pathogenic mutation such as BRCA1/2 conveys the risk of multiple primary cancers, inclusion of patients already diagnosed with a potentially related cancer—regardless of whether they are currently in treatment—would serve to prevent future cancers in this population. As the Task Force notes, “clinical practice guidelines recommend that BRCA mutation testing begin with a relative with known BRCA-related cancer, including male relatives.”

- Research indicates that women with a BRCA mutation who have already been diagnosed with breast cancer are at very high risk for a second primary breast cancer and for ovarian cancer.  

- Cancer screening and prevention options for a new cancer diagnosis in this cohort of breast cancer survivors are similar to those for women with a mutation who have not had cancer.

- The prospective PROSE study showed decreased ovarian cancer-associated mortality in BRCA mutation carriers who chose risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy. This study included breast cancer survivors with BRCA mutations.

- Testing within a family is more cost-effective and most likely to yield a conclusive result if it begins with an individual who has had a cancer diagnosis consistent with a hereditary cancer syndrome. Despite mention of testing affected family members, omission of this population under "Patient Population Under Consideration" implies that testing unaffected women in a family where there has been no identified mutation is a more appropriate approach. Further, under ACA, exclusion of survivors from these guidelines impacts access to care and coverage of genetic testing in this population. This may inadvertently increase inappropriate and more costly initial genetic tests of unaffected family members, rather than first screening the family member who is most likely to test positive—and then testing unaffected individuals for the identified mutation. In addition, testing often occurs at the time of diagnosis. Failing to test at this time is a missed opportunity to identify mutations carriers and to prevent future cancers.
Assessment of Risk
The Task Force states, “...primary care providers should ask about specific types of cancer, primary cancer sites, which family members were affected, relatives with multiple types of primary cancer, and the age at diagnosis and sex of affected family members.”

As demonstrated throughout our comments, a family history of breast, ovarian cancer and other cancers may be linked with Lynch Syndrome or other clinically relevant mutations such as ATM, CHEK2 or PALB2. By providing guidelines limited to the individuals who may carry a BRCA mutation, the Task Force is missing the opportunity to improve the health of more Americans by guiding practitioners to identify individuals who may carry a mutation in other cancer predisposing genes for which preventive care options are available.

PROPOSED REVISION:
Expand scope, review evidence, and develop guidelines for “Risk Assessment, Genetic Counseling, and Genetic Testing for Hereditary Cancer Syndromes.”

One of the USPSTF goals is to “improve the health of all Americans.” With this in mind, the Task Force would better serve clinicians and the public by developing a single set of evidence-based guidelines that address the collection and evaluation of personal and family medical history to identify individuals appropriate for genetic counseling and testing for all clinically actionable genetic mutations associated with increased risk of cancer. These should include assessment for Lynch syndrome genes, BRCA1 and BRCA2, and other genes for which there is evidence of clinical utility.

Establishing one, comprehensive set of practice guidelines for collecting family history and referral of appropriate individuals for genetic counseling, testing, and related preventive services will serve the greater good and align these recommendations with the current standard of care.

Genetic Counseling
Under “Detection” the USPSTF recommendation states, “Risk for clinically significant BRCA mutations can be further evaluated with genetic counseling by suitably trained health care providers...” The “Genetic Counseling” section goes on to explain, “Genetic counseling about BRCA mutation testing should be done by trained health professionals, including trained primary care providers.”

PROPOSED REVISION:
Genetic counseling must encompass risk of mutations other than BRCA 1/2.

As detailed in our “Population Under Consideration” comments, the focus on BRCA is insufficient given our knowledge about other mutations, found in an estimated 50% of patients who carry an actionable pathogenic mutation. Counseling must cover the possibility of these mutations and the potential implications of not testing for genes beyond BRCA.
PROPOSED REVISION:
Define health care providers who provide genetic counseling to clarify “genetics training and clinical experience.” Adopt the Commission on Cancer's guidelines. Stipulate that training by commercial laboratories does not constitute adequate genetics training.

Genetics is a rapidly evolving area of medicine. Most primary care providers and gynecologists do not have formal training in genetics and receive their information from the laboratories performing the testing.\textsuperscript{16,17}

The American College of Surgeons, Commission on Cancer (CoC) is a consortium of professional organizations dedicated to improving survival and quality of life for cancer patients through standard-setting, prevention, research, education, and the monitoring of comprehensive quality care. In regard to which experts should provide genetic counseling services, the CoC states: “Please note, specialized training in cancer genetics should be ongoing; educational seminars offered by commercial laboratories about how to perform genetic testing are not considered adequate training for cancer risk assessment and genetic counseling.”\textsuperscript{18}

While there is some concern in the cancer community about a purported shortage of certified genetic counselors, the growth in telegенetics and partnerships between large cancer centers and smaller, community-based health care settings has increased patient access to qualified genetics experts. Studies show that videoconference consultations are generally well accepted by both patients and clinicians, and satisfaction rates are similar with in-person counseling. This type of remote counseling has been successfully integrated into clinical practice and should be seen as a viable delivery model.\textsuperscript{19,20,21}

**Treatment and Interventions**
The Task Force mentions risk-management interventions but indicates, “Management of BRCA mutations to reduce risk of future cancer is beyond the scope of this recommendation statement.” This reasoning is faulty as the USPSTF provides recommendations for cancer screening interventions including mammography, colonoscopy, PSA testing, and more—but the focus is on the average-risk population.

PROPOSED REVISION:
Review research and assign letter grades to screening, preventive, and risk-management options for those at increased risk of cancer.

Women and men with germline mutations are managed with a variety of interventions, including intensive cancer screening at younger ages, chemoprevention, and risk-reducing surgeries. Note that these are not “treatments”—they are PREVENTION. The community needs clear guidelines and recommendations for appropriate screening and preventive modalities for individuals at increased risk of cancer.

Many health insurers look to the USPSTF and ACA to determine which services are medically necessary for prevention of disease. Without Task Force guidelines and letter grades for specific preventive, screening, and risk-management options many patients
struggle to access services such as breast screening MRIs, mammograms before age 40, risk-reducing surgeries, earlier/more frequent colonoscopies, etc.

The current grade “B” recommendation acknowledges that genetic counseling and testing have clinical utility as preventive services; the value of genetic testing lies in an individual’s ability to access interventions that will lower their risk or detect cancers at an earlier stage. Without a letter grade assigned to the interventions, these preventive services are not covered under the ACA, and may not be covered by health insurers.

Interventions reviewed and graded should include, but not be limited to:

- **Breast Screening**, such as MRI and Mammography. Research shows that increased breast screening with mammography and breast MRI leads to earlier detection of breast cancer in this cohort.\(^{22,23,24}\)
- **Prostate Cancer Screening**. NCCN Guidelines currently recommend that men with BRCA2 mutations start prostate cancer screening at age 45 and men with BRCA1 mutations consider the same.
- **Colonoscopy**. NCCN guidelines recommend starting colonoscopies at age 20-25 (or 2-5 years prior to the earliest colon cancer in the family) for those with Lynch syndrome.
- **Prophylactic Mastectomy**. Prospective data shows that bilateral risk-reducing mastectomy lowers the risk for breast cancer in high-risk women.\(^{25}\)
- **Prophylactic Bilateral Salpingo-Oophorectomy and Hysterectomy**. Data demonstrates that risk-reducing bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy lowers cancer-specific and overall mortality in BRCA mutation carriers.\(^{26}\) NCCN guidelines recommend hysterectomy and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy be offered to women who have completed child bearing and carry MLH1, MSH2, or MSH6 mutations.\(^{27}\)
- **Oral Contraceptives**. Research shows that use of oral contraceptives is associated with a lower risk of ovarian and endometrial cancer.\(^{28,29,30}\)
- **Chemoprevention**. Evidence supporting the role of chemoprevention agents in reducing the risk of breast cancer in high-risk women has been previously described.\(^{31,32,33}\)

We support the USPSTF retaining parenthetical statements on the need for more research for risk-management interventions where evidence is lacking or inconclusive.

In summary, USPSTF guidelines play a critical role in guiding clinical decisions and access to care. The Task Force must expand its recommendations to encompass current science and medical practice to meet the needs of clinicians and patients. We welcome the opportunity to discuss the concerns and suggestions outlined herein.

Sincerely,

Lisa Schlager
Vice President, Public Policy
FORCE: Facing Our Risk of Cancer Empowered
On behalf of:
AliveAndKickin
CancerCare
CCARE Lynch Syndrome
Don't be a Chump! Check for a Lump!
FORCE: Facing Our Risk of Cancer Empowered
HIS Breast Cancer
Living Beyond Breast Cancer
Malecare
National Ovarian Cancer Coalition
NothingPink
Ovarian Cancer Research Alliance
Research Advocacy Network
SHARE Cancer Support
Sharsheret
Triage Cancer
ZERO

CC: Senator Lisa Murkowski
Representative Jamie Raskin
Senator Chris Van Hollen Jr.
Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz
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